Dressage Trail Course
Open to horse and ponies. Average time 3 minutes, Scheduling time 5 minutes. Horse to be judged on
response to aids, relaxation and calmness. To be judged as a test of use of the aids and willingness of
the horse to follow the aids. Subtle aids to be awarded; crude aids to be penalized. Prompt and willing
response to the aids to be rewarded; inattentiveness, going above or below the bit, resisting the leg and
unwillingness to go forward to be penalized. Horse to be on or responding to the aids.

Maximum Possible Points: 100
Errors: 2 points each time
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NO.
TEST

1. A
X

Trot over cross rail.
Track right.

3. B

Negotiate shallow serpentine of 5
cones (spaced 6 meters apart) inside
track on long side.

V
5.
V

6.

E
C

7. M - E
8.

A

9.
R

C
10.

E

Comments:

REMARKS

Enter working trot crossing groundpole
at L.
Halt, salute; proceed working trot

2. I
C

4.

POINTS

Halt between bales and rail. Rein back
3 to 4 steps
Proceed working walk back to bales
Halt. Pick up object on top of hay
bales. Walk to near E and deposit
object on top of a second stack of
hay bales..
Working trot.
Canter, followed immediately by circle
right 20 meters.
Change rein. Working trot near centerline.
Working walk. Release reins. Negotiate fivecone serpentine on long side on a loose rein.
Pick up reins and then pick up ball from
top of stack of hay bales. Working trot,
One handed.
20-meter circle, one handed. At the end of the
circle, drop ball in bucket at C. If you are no
longer holding the ball, then just wave at the
judge. Pick up both reins.
E 10-meter half circle to X.
Halt between X and cross rail and salute.
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